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Cooking, 184 pages, 8.5 x 11
Four-color Interior
Cloth, $24.99 (Can $33.99)
ISBN: 9780692542941
Weslo Publishing
Available

Weslo’s Home-O-Erotic 
Cookbook
Wesley Smoot

Featuring delicious men preparing delicious recipes, 
this cookbook will teach the reader how to make 
each enjoyable meal in the comfort of their own 
home. Foodies will create cream puffs with Twinks, 
grill steak with Beefcakes, and learn to toss the 
perfect salad. The chapters include: “Rise and Shine 
(Breakfast),” “Afternoon Delight (Lunch),” “Fore-
play (Starters),” “On the Side (Sides),” “All the Way 
(Entrees),” “A Sweet Finish (Desserts),” “What Had 
Happened Was (Cocktails),” and “Recovery (Fruit 
Smooties, Veggie Juices, and Protein Shakes).” With 
more than 100 mouthwatering recipes, there’s sure 
to be something for everyone’s taste.
“For aspirational foodies with a taste for beefcake, 
though, we might have just found the perfect cook-
book: Weslo’s Home-o-Erotic Cookbook.”   
—Logo
“Getting us into the kitchen to prepare meals is 
difficult. But after reading Weslo’s Home-O-Erotic 
Cookbook, things just got a lot harder.”  
—He Said Magazine
“If you got your hands on the latest issue of DNA 
you’ll see that we’re loving Weslo’s Home-O-Erotic 
Cookbook!” 
—DNA Magazine

Wesley Smoot is a writer and publisher whose efforts 
often contribute to the LGBT Community. He lives in 
Dallas, Texas.
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Crafts & Hobbies, 152 pages, 8.5 x 11
198 Color Photos, 439 Color Illustrations, 
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $24.95 (Can $33.95)
ISBN: 9780692687253
Liesl + Co.
Available

Oliver + S Building  
Block Dress
A Sewing Pattern Alteration Guide
Liesl Gibson

The combination of elements presented in this book 
will enable crafters to make thousands of unique 
dresses. The author has created patterns that allow 
the reader to choose a style, select between views, 
pick fabrics, and create something that is unique 
and special to them. The instructions demonstrate 
how to change sleeves, silhouettes, pockets, neck-
lines, hems, closures, and linings. The skills learned 
from the book will open up a new world of creative 
sewing and pattern customization.

Liesl Gibson is the designer behind the Oliver + S, 
Liesl + Co., Lisette, and Straight Stitch Society brands 
of sewing patterns and is the former designer for 
Ralph Lauren and Tommy Hilfiger. She is the author 
of Oliver + S Little Things to Sew. She lives in Madrid.
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Crafts & Hobbies, 132 pages, 8.5 x 8.5
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $21.95 (Can $21.95)
ISBN: 9780991728923
Marian Rae Publications
Available

Within
Knitting Patterns to Warm the Soul
Jane Richmond and Shannon Cook

Taking the knitter on a visual story set amongst 
a modern rustic coziness, this pattern collection 
includes warm and comfy designs that will become 
wardrobe staples. There is a pattern for a striped 
shawl, a versatile cardigan, a scarf for knitters of all 
skill levels, a hat made with twisted rib and garter 
stitches, textured mittens with an easy-to-memorize 
grid stitch pattern and basic shaping, and a classic 
pullover. These patterns will allow the knitter to feel 
that it’s achievable to make each and every item 
in the book and will be inspired by each beautiful 
photograph of the finished products.

Jane Richmond is a knitwear designer and a blog-
ger who discusses her process and inspiration 
through her blog. Her work has appeared in Casca-
dia and November Knits. She is the author of Island 
and the coauthor of Journey. Shannon Cook is a 
knitting and sewing pattern designer and a blogger 
for the blog Very Shannon. Her work has appeared 
in books such as 3 Skeins or Less, Fat Quarters, and 
More than 50 Big Ideas. She is the coauthor of Jour-
ney. They both live in Victoria, British Columbia.
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Sports/Education, 168 pages, 8.5 x 11
Trade Paper, $22.95 (Can $30.95)
ISBN: 9780997426106
Adam Filippi
Available

Mastering the Art of   
Free Throw Shooting
Adam Filippi
Foreword by Hubie Brown

With in-depth instruction, this book addresses the 
most unique and complicated shot in the game of 
basketball: the free throw. The author guides both 
players and coaches through all aspects of the shot 
in order to understand what it takes to become 
a master free throw shooter. The book covers the 
shooting concepts and techniques Adam has de-
veloped and adopted through years of research, 
observation, analysis, experimentation and prac-
tice. Included are historical facts, proper mechan-
ics, shooting rhythm, the mental approach, free 
throw routine, teaching methods, drills and more. In 
addition, Euroleague legend, Carlton Myers is fea-
tured in the book’s instructional photographs.
“This is a sensational book that will serve as an ex-
cellent reference throughout your basketball career 
whether coaching or playing the game.”
—George Raveling, hall of fame basketball coach

Adam Filippi is the Director of International Scouting 
for the World Champion Los Angeles Lakers.  As a 
player development coach, Adam has worked with 
more than 100 NBA and overseas professional play-
ers. A Certified Personal Trainer and Performance 
Enhancement Specialist by the National Academy 
of Sports Medicine, he conducts individual training 
sessions, mini camps, and clinics to teach funda-
mental basketball skills to players of all ages and 
levels. He is the author of Shoot Like the Pros. He 
lives in Boca Raton, Florida. Hubie Brown is a televi-
sion analyst and a former basketball coach. He lives 
in Pennsylvania.
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Biography/Film, 432 pages, 6 x 9
74 B&W Photos
Trade Paper, $17.00 (Can $23.00)
ISBN: 9780996274098
 (REPLACES: 9780988502512) 
Paladin Communications/GoodKnight Books
January

Fireball
Carole Lombard and the  
Mystery of  Flight 3
Expanded edition
Robert Matzen

This expanded edition features newly uncovered 
information regarding Carole Lomard’s bond-selling 
appearance in Indianapolis, the 2014 discovery of 
a plane crash victim’s body at the Carole Lombard 
crash site, and an additional 16 pages of photo-
graphs. Taking a fresh look at Hollywood’s “Queen 
of Screwball,” this book presents a first-ever exam-
ination of the events that led to the shocking flight 
mishap that took her life on the side of a Nevada 
mountain in 1942. It also provides a day-by-day ac-
count of the struggles of Lombard’s husband, Clark 
Gable, and other family, friends, and fans to cope 
with the tragedy. In effect, having just completed 
the first sale of war bonds and stamps in the nation 
following its entry into World War II, Lombard be-
came the first Hollywood start to sacrifice her life in 
the War. The War Department offered Gable a fu-
neral service with full military honors, but he refused 
it, knowing that his wife would not approve of such 
spectacle. Based on extensive research rather than 
gossip, this investigation further explores the lives of 
the 21 others on the plane, including 15 members of 
the U.S. Army Air Corps, and addresses one of the 
most enduring mysteries of World War II. On a clear 
night full of stars, with TWA’s most experienced pilot 
at the controls of a 10-month-old aircraft under the 
power of two fully functioning engines, why did the 
flight crash into that Nevada mountainside? This 
gripping page-turner presents the story of the peo-
ple on the plane, the friends and families left be-
hind, and the heroic first responders who struggled 
up a mountain hoping to perform a miracle rescue. 
It is a story of accomplishment, bravery, sacrifice, 
and loss.

Robert Matzen is a former NASA contractor, where 
he worked as a writer and filmmaker. He is the 
author of Errol Flynn Slept Here, Errol & Olivia, and 
Mission:Jimmy Stewart and the Flight for Europe. He 
lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Literary Collections/Humor  
180 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $20.00)
ISBN: 9780989302388
Atelier26 Books
Available

Regeneration Series
Funny-Ass Thoreau
Edited, and with an introduction  
by M. Allen Cunningham

This book presents fans of Henry David Thoreau with 
a marvelous display of his most underappreciated 
quality: his killer sense of humor. Amid the tran-
scendental musings of his best known works and 
the nature descriptions in his voluminous journal, 
Thoreau was constantly tossing off jokes, whipping 
out witticisms, and making fun of himself and others. 
Here he is in his own words trying to wrangle a pig, 
peeing in the woods, losing a tooth, laughing at 
Emerson shooing away his own cow, describing 
the slapstick of snowmelt and mud in the Concord 
streets on the town’s slipperiest spring day, elab-
orating on his dislike of other men’s bowels, and 
more. Included in this volume is Thoreau’s posthu-
mously-published lecture, “Getting a Living,” which 
can (and ought to be) read as a stand-up philoso-
phy routine bristling with one-liners.

M. Allen Cunningham is the cofounder of the cul-
tural commentary blog SoulShelter.com. His stories 
have appeared in many literary magazines includ-
ing Glimmer Train and The Kenyon Review and 
have twice been nominated for the Pushcart Prize. 
He is the author of Date of Disappearance, The 
Flickering Page, The Green Age of Asher Witherow, 
The Honorable Obscurity Handbook, Lost Son, and 
Partisans. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
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Travel/Regional: Midwest  
120 pages, 5 x 7.25
Trade Paper, $16.95 (Can $22.95)
ISBN: 9780997774276
Belt Publishing
December

How to Speak Midwestern
Edward McClelland

Pittsburgh toilet, squeaky cheese, city chicken, 
shampoo banana, and Chevy in the Hole are all 
phrases that are familiar to Midwesterners but sound 
foreign to anyone living outside the region. This book 
explains not only what Midwesterners say but also 
how and why they say it and covers such topics as: 
the causes of the Northern cities vowel shift, why the 
accents in Fargo miss the nasality that’s a hallmark of 
Minnesota speech, and why Chicagoans talk more 
like people from Buffalo than their next-door neigh-
bors in Wisconsin. Readers from the Midwest will have 
a better understanding of why they talk the way 
they do, and readers who are not from the Midwest 
will know exactly what to say the next time someone 
ends a sentence with “eh?”.

Edward McClelland is a journalist. His writing has ap-
peared in publications such as the Columbia Jour-
nalism Review, Los Angeles Times, New York Times, 
and Salon. He is the author of Nothin’ But Blue Skies 
and Young Mr. Obama. He lives in Chicago.

Pittsburgh toilet = a toilet in a basement with 
no surrounding walls, common in Pittsburgh 
homes built before WWII

Squeaky cheese = refers to cheese curds, 
fresh curds make a squeak sound against 
teeth when bitten into

City chicken = cubes of meat placed on  
a skewer

Shampoo banana = Champaign and  
Urbana, Illinois

Chevy in the Hole = was the Chevrolet Flint 
Motor Plant that was built along the Flint Riv-
er which has since been torn down. The spot 
is still referred to as Chevy in the Hole.
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Literary Criticism/Regional: Midwest  
104 pages, 5 x 7.25
Trade Paper, $16.95 (Can $22.95)
ISBN: 9780997774283
Belt Publishing
February

The New Midwest
A Guide to Contemporary Fiction  
of  the Great Lakes, Great Plains,  
and Rust Belt
Mark Athitakis

In the public imagination, Midwestern literature has 
not evolved far beyond heartland laborers and 
hardscrabble immigrants of a century past. But as 
the region has changed, so, in many ways, has its 
fiction. In this book, the author explores how shifts 
in work, class, place, race, and culture has been 
reflected or ignored by novelists and short story writ-
ers. From Marilynne Robinson to Leon Forrest, Toni 
Morrison to Aleksandar Hemon, Bonnie Jo Campbell 
to Stewart O’Nan this book is a call to rethink the 
way we conceive Midwestern fiction, and one that 
is sure to prompt some new must-have additions to 
every reading list.

Mark Athitakis serves on the board of the National 
Book Critics Circle and writes the Reading the Mid-
west column for Belt Magazine. He has been pub-
lished in Barnes and Noble Review, Chicago Sun-
Times, New York Times Book Review, Washington 
Post Book World, and many other outlets. He lives  
in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Travel/Regional: Mid-Atlantic  
240 pages, 6 x 9
Trade Paper, $19.99 (Can $26.99)
ISBN: 9780997774269
Belt Publishing
November

Right Here, Right Now: 
The Buffalo Anthology
Edited by Jody K. Biehl

Buffalo is a magical place to be and this anthology 
walks the reader through the decades. The new-
ness of the city is electrifying and sits atop a glorious 
history of power, disappointment, artistic flair, racial 
injustice and spicy chicken wings—and Buffalo has 
the Niagara Falls in its backyard. Told through the 
eyes of more than 65 artists, writers, and residents, 
the essays will give readers a feel of the city, its 
good and bad sides, and why many people love 
calling Buffalo their home. The contributors include: 
Lauren Belfer, Wolf Blitzer, Marv Levy, John Lombar-
do, Mary Ramsey, Robby Takac, and many more.
“A vast, imaginative construction full of humor and 
heartache, genius and stupidity, grandeur and 
decay and renaissance. Church bells and meat raf-
fles, the East Side and the Broadway Market, racism, 
the courage of immigrants old and new—they’re all 
here . . . In this epic and essential volume, as Jody 
K. Biehl writes in her beautiful introduction, ‘Buffalo’s 
scrappy weirdness endures.’”
—Mick Cochrane, author, The Girl Who  
Threw Butterflies

Jody K. Biehl is the director of the journalism pro-
gram at the University at Buffalo and the former 
editor for Der Spiegel magazine in Berlin. She lives in 
Buffalo, New York.
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Fiction/Mystery, 342 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $16.99 (Can $20.95)
ISBN: 9781611531886
Light Messages Publishing
February

Nicole Graves Mysteries Series
The Swap
Nancy Boyarsky

When Nicole Graves arranges a summer-long swap 
of her Los Angeles condo for a London couple’s 
house, she thinks it’s the perfect arrangement. She 
has always dreamed of seeing the real London 
and she is hopeful that having the time away with 
her husband, Brad, will be good for their troubled 
marriage. But things don’t turn out the way Nicole 
expects: the Londoners fail to arrive in L.A. and 
appear to be missing. Then people begin following 
Nicole and making threats, demanding information 
she doesn’t have. Soon, Nicole realizes she’s in seri-
ous trouble––but she can’t get Brad or the police to 
believe her. When the confrontations turn deadly, 
Nicole must either solve the case or become the 
next victim.

$20,000 marketing budget; co-op available
“Mary Higgins Clark meets London . . . The Swap 
contributes to the women-driven mystery field 
with panache.”   
—Foreword Reviews
“I loved this Hitchcockian thriller of a woman who 
innocently swaps houses only to find herself caught 
up in a web of mystery and intrigue. (Not to mention 
a bit of romance.) Taut, suspenseful, and fast-paced, 
The Swap is a terrific read. I recommend it highly.”  
—Laura Levine, author, This Pen for Hire
“Delightful. Set amidst the quaint neighborhoods 
of London and the wild lochs of Western Scotland, 
this tale of a house swap gone criminally wrong 
will appeal to mainstream mystery fans. Skulking 
strangers, assumed identities, and the protagonist’s 
increasingly distant husband amp up the paranoia 
and suspense.”  
–Denise Hamilton, author, The Jasmine Trade

Nancy Boyarsky has been a writer and editor for 
her entire working career. Her articles have ap-
peared in publications such as Forbes, Los Angeles 
Times, and McCall’s. She is the author of numer-
ous textbooks on the justice system, the coauthor 
of Backroom Politics, and the contributor to the 
anthologies In the Running and The Challenger of 
California. She lives in Los Angeles.
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Science Fiction, 190 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
1 B&W Illustration
Trade Paper, $14.95 (Can $19.95)
ISBN: 9781940586328
Smoking Gun Publishing
November

Third Contact
The Harvesting of  Sol
James A. Wilson

Like no life form we have ever imagined, the De-
nagrata Centurm live deep inside of the largest 
black holes. They don’t count their lives in years. For 
them, it’s all about the mass, and their greatest fear 
is being consumed by a more massive black hole. 
The Andromeda galaxy is destined to collide with 
us, the Milky Way galaxy. To survive this collision, the 
Milky Way Denagrata Centurm will require all the 
energy from all the stars in our galaxy. Unfortunately 
for the residents of Earth in 4822, our sun, Sol, is the 
next star selected for harvest.

James A. Wilson is an electronics engineer. His arti-
cles have been published in Electronics Design and 
The Journal of Neuroscience. He lives in Fairview 
Heights, Illinois.
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Science Fiction/Games, 264 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $19.99 (Can $26.99)
ISBN: 9780984583591
Posthuman Studios
Available

Eclipse Phase:  
After the Fall
Edited by Jaym Gates

In a world of transhuman survival and horror, tech-
nology allows the re-shaping of bodies and minds, 
but also creates opportunities for oppression and 
puts the capability for mass destruction in the hands 
of everyone. Other threats lurk in the devastated 
habitats of the Fall, dangers both familiar and alien. 
These fantastic stories explore the vastness and intri-
cacies of the Eclipse Phase RPG universe and are a 
great read for science fiction fans, especially those 
leaning towards transhuman sci-fi. The complete list 
of authors includes: Madeline Ashby, Rob Boyle, Da-
vidson Cole, Nathaniel Dean, Jack Graham, Geor-
gina Kamsika, Ken Liu, Karin Lowachee, Kim May, 
Steven Mohan, Jr., Andrew Penn Romine, F. Wesley 
Schneider, Tiffany Trent, and Fran Wilde.

Jaym Gates is a communications specialist with cli-
ents that have ranged from the Science Fiction and 
Fantasy Writers of America to Uplift Aeronautics. 
She is the editor of Broken Times Blues, Green Love, 
Upside Down, War Stories, and tie-in anthologies for 
Exalted and Vampire: the Masquerade. Her fiction 
can be found in Heroes!, Kaiju Rising, and Triumph 
After Tragedy. She lives in Charlotte, North Carolina.
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African American/Graphic Novels  
180 pages, 8.25 x 11.75
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $29.95 (Can $39.95)
ISBN: 9781941958117
(REPLACES: 9781492207481) 
Cedar Grove Publishing
Available

Black Kirby
In Search of  the MotherBoxx 
Connection
Second edition
John Jennings and Stacey Robinson

A catalog of primarily visual artworks-on-paper, this 
collection is the work of a creative duo that makes 
up the collaborative entity, Black Kirby. Their art 
celebrates the groundbreaking work of legendary 
comic creator Jack Kirby and functions as a highly 
syncretic mytho-poetic framework by appropriating 
Kirby’s bold forms and revolutionary ideas com-
bined with themes centered on AfroFuturism, social 
justice, Black history, media criticism, science fiction, 
magical realism, and the utilization of Hip Hop 
culture as a methodology for creating visual expres-
sion. Their work also focuses on the digital medium: 
how its inherent affordances offer much more flexi-
bility in the expression of visual communication and 
what that means in its production and consumption 
in the public sphere. In a sense, Black Kirby appro-
priates the gallery as a conceptual crossroads to 
examine identity as a socialized concept, and to 
show the commonalities between Black comics 
creators and Jewish comics creators and how both 
utilize the medium of comics as space of resistance. 
The duo attempts to re-medicate blackness and 
other identity contexts as sublime technologies that 
produce experiences that can limit human progress 
and possibility.

John Jennings is an associate professor of art and 
visual studies and an award winning visual artist, 
designer, and graphic novelist. He is the coauthor 
of Black Comix: African American Independent 
Comics Art and Culture and The Hole: Consumer 
Culture, Volume 1. He lives in Buffalo, New York. 
Stacey Robinson is an assistant professor of graphic 
design. His work discusses ideas of “Black Utopias” 
as spaces of peace away from colonial factors by 
considering past and present Black protest move-
ments and the art movements that documented 
them.  He has been a part of many exhibitions 
including Invisible Ink: Black Independent Comix at 
Univerity of Tennessee  Beyond the Frame: African 
American Comic Book Artists. He lives in Chicago.
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Business/Computer: E-Business 
, 180 pages, 8 x 10
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $26.95)
ISBN: 9780988336469
(REPLACES: 9780988336438) 
Orbit Media Studios, Inc
Available

Content Chemistry
The Illustrated Handbook  
for Content Marketing
Fourth edition
Andy Crestodina

The result of thousands of conversations about 
web marketing with hundreds of companies, this 
handbook is a compilation of the most important 
and effective lessons and advice about the power 
of search engine optimization, social media, and 
email marketing. The first and only comprehensive 
guide to content marketing, this book explains the 
social, analytical, and creative aspects of modern 
marketing that are necessary to succeed on the 
web. By first covering the theory behind web and 
content marketing and then detailing it in practice, 
it shows how it is not only critical to modern business 
but is also a lot of fun. This edition has been updat-
ed to reflect new technology and marketing trends.
“The lecture and lab approach is a must for anyone 
serious about creating and promoting genuine con-
tent to grow their business through web marketing.”
—Arnie Kuenn, CEO, Vertical Measures, author, 
Content Marketing Works
“Andy Crestodina is our go-to person for all things 
content marketing and in Content Chemistry Andy 
teaches you exactly what you need to know.”
—Adam Franklin & Toby Jenkins, authors, Web  
Marketing That Works

Andy Crestodina is the cofounder and the strate-
gic director of Orbit Media Studios, an award-win-
ning web design company, which has completed 
more than 1,000 successful website projects. He is a 
top-rated speaker at national conferences who is 
dedicated to the teaching of marketing. His favor-
ite topics include search engine optimization, social 
media, analytics, and content strategy. He has 
written more than 100 articles on content marketing 
topics. He lives in Chicago.
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Talking Back  
to Dr. Phil

9780985266707

Social Science/Psychology, 312 pages, 6 x 9
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $20.95)
ISBN: 9780985266783
Belly Song Press
January

Revisioning Activism
Bringing Depth, Dialogue,  
and Diversity to Individual  
and Social Change
David Bedrick, J.D.

Many forms of activism live within the margins of 
conventional strategies such as marching, speak-
ing out, and fighting for one’s political represen-
tatives. This book of essays highlights, celebrates, 
and broadens the vision of activism to include the 
intersection between people and the social and 
political world, while encouraging dialogue across 
diverse viewpoints and exhorting psychology to 
become a social-change agent. The author de-
constructs racism by looking at white denial and 
divergent views of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and he 
deconstructs sexism by critiquing the diet industry 
and the way women feel about their bodies. He 
brings this same psychological eye to understand-
ing societal problems, national celebrities, and 
popular psychology’s failure to create sustainable 
change. Whether used in a classroom or with a 
group, a friend, or alone, this book provokes critical 
thinking, feeling, and dialogue.
“Teacher, counselor, and attorney David Bedrick 
is the ideal guide to lead us through new doors of 
activism . . . Revisioning Activism helps us critically 
think and feel through a world in need of individual 
and social change, bringing depth, brilliant insights, 
and new strategies to heal ourselves and the world 
around us.”
—Arnold Mindell, Ph.D., author, Quantum Mind

David Bedrick, J.D., is a teacher, counselor, attor-
ney, and organizational consultant, having taught 
in organizations including the U.S. Navy, 3M, the 
American Society of Training and Development, 
and the Process Work Institute. As a practitioner of 
process-oriented psychology, a branch of Jungian 
psychology, he has worked with groups, couples, 
and individuals for more than 20 years. He is the 
author of Talking Back to Dr. Phil. He lives in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico.
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Political Science/Current Events  
440 pages, 6 x 9
2 B&W Illustrations
Trade Paper, $17.00 (Can $23.00)
ISBN: 9780983266198

Available in Hard Cover, $37.00 (Can $50.00) 
ISBN: 9780997779806
Insight Press
Available

The New Communism
The Science, the Strategy, the 
Leadership for an Actual Revolution, 
and a Radically New Society on the 
Road to Real Emancipation
Bob Avakian

This landmark work provides a sweeping and 
comprehensive orientation, foundation, and guide 
to making the most radical of revolutions: a com-
munist revolution aimed at emancipating human-
ity— getting beyond all forms of oppression and 
exploitation on a world scale.This book is a mas-
terwork and a master class—it is a living laboratory 
of the new synthesis of communism developed by 
Bob Avakian. It is also striking in its ability to com-
bine high level revolutionary communist theory and 
modeling of revolutionary leadership with a visceral, 
colloquial, and passionate style that will resonate 
with and be accessible to a wide variety of readers. 
This thought-provoking book is sure to challenge 
stereotypes and conventional thinking.

Bob Avakian is the architect of a new synthesis of 
communism which draws on more than 40 years of 
revolutionary work. He is the leader of the Revolu-
tionary Communist Party, USA. He is the author of 
many books, including BAsics, Away with All Gods!, 
From Ike to Mao and Beyond, and Observations on 
Art and Culture, Science and Philosophy.

Away With All Gods!
9780976023685
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Buddhism/Inspirational  
158 pages, 6.25 x 8.75
Trade Paper, $11.95 (Can $15.95)
ISBN: 9781681720487
Pariyatti Publishing/Pariyatti Press
December

Burmese Monk’s Tales
Collected, translated, and introduced  
by Maung Htin Aung

The tales contained in this collection were first told 
in the dark decade of Burmese history (1876–85) 
during the coming event of the British conquest. 
The stories combine exotic background with strong 
details that offer the Western reader both a picture 
of Burma in the nineteenth century and an un-
derstanding of the basic good sense, gaiety, and 
gentleness of the Burmese people and the Buddhist 
clergy. The characters that appear in the book 
illustrate timeless truths about human nature, which 
today’s reader can apply to existing people and sit-
uations. For the first time since the eleventh century 
the future of Burmese Buddhism became uncertain, 
and there was widespread fear, both in Upper Bur-
ma still under a Burmese king and in Lower Burma 
already under British rule, that the final fall of the 
Burmese kingdom would result in the total extinction 
of both the national religion and the Burmese way 
of life. Told with the purpose of allaying this anxiety 
and fear, these tales give a full and faithful résumé 
and appraisal of the position of Burmese Buddhism 
on the eve of the British conquest of 1886.

Maung Htin Aung was the vice chancellor of  
Rangoon University and was an appointed  
Ambassador to Sri Lanka. He wrote several books 
on Burmese history and culture such as Burmese 
Drama, Burmese Folk-Tales, Burmese Law Tales, 
Folk Elements in Burmese Buddhism, and The  
Stricken Peacock.
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Language & Linguistics/Buddhism  
415 pages, 5.75 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $24.95 (Can $33.95)
ISBN: 9781681720388
Pariyatti Publishing/BPS Pariyatti Editions
Available

Kaccayana Pali Grammar 
Vol. 1
Pali is an ancient Indo-Aryan language that was 
spoken by the historical Buddha and it is consid-
ered to be the sacred language of Buddhism. This 
handbook has prepared the complete ancient 
grammatical text of a language that has been 
used for centuries into a format that is accessible to 
contemporary readers. The Roman and Devana-
gari scripts are used for the main body of the text 
with its Sutta (short grammatical rules) also shown in 
Thai, Sinhalese, and Myanmar scripts. Thus, it will not 
only provide invaluable insight into the structure of 
an ancient grammar and its unique contents, but 
will also further make the study of Pali accessible to 
students from various language backgrounds. Also 
included are details of a system of how verbs are 
formed and a brief study guide in the introduction 
of the book.

A. Thitzana is a Buddhist monk who has studied 
both Pali and Buddhist texts over a period of 
more than thirty years. He has written two books 
in Burmese on the study of Pali grammar which 
have received the top Buddhist literary awards in 
Myanmar. He lives in Burma.

Kaccayana Pali 
Grammar Vol. 2

9781681720371
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Traitor
9780692337301

Avian
9781939765710

Young Adult: Fiction/Fantasy  
300 pages, 5 x 8
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $20.00)
ISBN: 9781944816537
Month9Books, LLC
Available

The Dragonrider Chronicles
Immortal
Nicole Conway

What began as one boy’s adventure will now end 
in blood. With Jaevid Broadfeather forever lost to 
the depths of Luntharda, Felix Farrow struggles to 
stand on his own. He begins a violent downward 
spiral which causes him to abandon his post as a 
dragonrider, hiding in the halls of his family estate. 
His one hope for redemption lies within the heart of 
someone from his past—and the very last person 
he ever wanted to see again. And now the time 
has finally come. Hovrid, who has ruled Maldobar 
as a tyrannical imposter, is preparing to make a 
decisive assault against Luntharda that will destroy 
what remains of the elven race. Only Jaevid, Felix, 
and their trusted friends are able to stand in his way. 
They have only one chance to end the war, and 
only one hope to absolve the curse that threatens 
to destroy their world.

Nicole Conway is a former freelance graphic artist 
for promotional companies and is now a full-time 
writer. She enjoys hiking, camping, shopping, cook-
ing, and spending time with her family and friends. 
She is the author of Avian, Fledgling, and Traitor. 
She lives in Valdosta, Georgia.
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Young Adult: Fiction/Fantasy  
249 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $20.00)
ISBN: 9781939765741
Month9Books, LLC
Available

In the Beginning
Dark YA Retellings  
of  Biblical Stories
Edited by Laureen P. Cantwell and Georgia McBride

Eight authors come together to build a powerful 
collection of dark young adult short stories inspired 
by the mysteries, faith, and darkness found within 
the Bible. This collection includes stories about a 
troubled orphan who follows his master into the 
temples of blood-thirsty demon-gods, a young Bab-
ylonian who befriends the Book of Life and awaits 
the moment she will fulfill her destiny, a homeless 
young boy who bears the weight of humanity on his 
shoulders, and a story of a teenage boy who yearns 
to discover the kind of man he is meant to be but 
is hijacked by an evil spirit. Old Testament and New 
Testament, iconic and obscure figures alike are 
illuminated, explored, and re-envisioned throughout 
this anthology. The contributors include: Stephen 
Clements, Nicole Crucial, Mike Hays, Sharon Hugh-
son, Marti Johnson, Elle O’Neill, Lora Palmer, and 
Christina Raus.

Laureen P. Cantwell is an editor and a librarian. She 
is the coeditor of Memphis Noir. She lives in Colora-
do. Georgia McBride is the founder of Month9Books 
and YALITCHAT.ORG. She is the author of Praefatio. 
She lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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Young Adult: Fiction, 90 pages, 5.25 x 8
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $12.95 (Can $16.95)
ISBN: 9780983507772
Cedar Grove Publishing
Available

What the Turtle Told  
Her Children
Valerie Van Campen

Zoe and Zachary Jameson are 14-year-old twins 
who live on the Allegheny Reservation of the Sene-
ca Nation in Western New York State. They are chil-
dren of two cultures, struggling to find their place 
in the modern world while honoring the traditions 
of their Native American ancestors. About to begin 
their summer vacation from school, they prepare 
for long, hot days of chores, sports, and family gath-
erings. Every year, it’s the same thing, there’s never 
anything new happening. Then their cousin Heath-
er gives them some exciting news. Their eccentric 
Aunt Fawn is coming for a visit. A storyteller, Aunt 
Fawn always brings fun and a bit of mischief into ev-
eryone’s lives. Join the twins as they travel, listening 
to Aunt Fawn’s tales of local ghosts, monsters, and 
other legends.

Valerie Van Campen volunteers at a faith-based 
after school program. Her husband’s military career 
has allowed her the opportunity to live in different 
areas of the United States and to try her hand at 
a variety of careers. These have included medical 
technologist, health educator, substitute teacher, 
daycare provider, and quilting instructor. She lives  
in Norfolk, Virginia.
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Childrens: Fiction/Fantasy, 305 pages, 5 x 8
Ages 9–12, Grades 4–7
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942664529
Month9Books, LLC
Available

Viking Tales
The Extremely Epic Viking 
Tale of  Yondersaay
Aoife Lennon-Ritchie

This enchanted tale full of high adventure, buried 
treasure, villainous treachery, violent ends, and true 
love, begins when siblings Ruairi and Dani Miller visit 
their grandmother in the legendary Viking island 
of Yondersaay. In less than 24 hours of their arrival, 
Ruairi is mistaken for the lost Boy King of Denmark, 
kidnapped by Vikings, and scheduled to be sac-
rificed at sundown. Granny isn’t very pleased. But 
when they are the only ones in town who fail to 
go “Viking,” the three turn to Granny’s extremely 
epic tales of the legends of Yondersaay, The Gifts 
of Odin, and King Dudo the Mightily Impressive for 
clues. But not all stories end happily, and Ruari, 
Dani, and Granny will have to write their own hap-
py ending if things are to return to normal.

Aoife Lennon-Ritchie is an Irish writer and actor. She 
is only one-sixteenth Yondersaanian, but she has red 
hair and white skin so is often mistaken for a full Yon-
dersaanian. She lives in Cape Town, South Africa.
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Childrens: Fiction/Horror, 250 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Ages 9–12, Grades 4–7
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $20.00)
ISBN: 9781944816544
Month9Books, LLC
November

The Legend of  the 
Pumpkin Thief
Charles Day

As the townsfolk sleep, something creeps into the 
neighborhood. Hidden in the shadows, its pres-
ence is as old as time itself, its intent not born of 
goodness. Nick, a teenager who fancies himself a 
detective, wakes to find his carved masterpiece 
missing. Now a mystery is afoot and Nick has his first 
assignment, to find out who or what is snatching 
up the town’s pumpkins and why. Unfortunately, as 
with all great detectives, obstacles stand in Nick’s 
way—the neighborhood bully and his cronies and 
the strange old lady and her dog who share the 
run-down house at the end of Nick’s block. As Nick 
investigates, an urban legend unravels  . . . the 
legend of the Pumpkin Thief. Nick fears the legend 
as he embarks on the most dangerous adventure of 
his young life. Collecting clues, getting ever closer 
to the true nature of evil, he learns that curiosity 
comes with a high price.
“Charles Day’s The Legend of the Pumpkin Thief 
should be every Halloween-crazy kid’s favorite 
book--and a lot of us adults will love this wonder-
ful tale as well. Part mystery, part fantasy, and 
part perfect Halloween scary story, it all adds up 
to 100% sheer delight. Bravo to intrepid young 
detective Nick, that black-suited Pumpkin Thief, 
and Charles Day for putting them together in this 
sweet-’n’-spooky novella.”
—Lisa Morton, author, Trick or Treat

Charles Day is an artist, illustrator, and the owner of 
Day Media and Publishing, which houses the suc-
cessful imprints, Evil Jester Press, Evil Jester Comics, 
and Hidden Thoughts Press. He lives in Long Island, 
New York.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction  
67 pages, 8.625 x 11
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
Four-color Interior
Cloth, $19.95 (Can $26.95)
ISBN: 9781942537014
Huckleberry Sweet Pie Publishing Limited
Available

Sela Blue and the First  
Day of  School
Alisia Dale
Illustrations by Sheree Evelina

Written in delightful rhyming prose with beautifully il-
lustrated and detailed images, this book focuses on 
one of the most exciting moments for any child: the 
first day of school. Sela Blue’s first day of school has 
finally arrived and she has been dreaming about it 
all summer. Her “ever-first” childhood experiences 
come to life and leap off the pages and will leave 
any reader itching to turn the page. Set in her little 
town off the south shore of the bay, readers get to 
know Sela, her family, and her friends as they bask 
in her imagination and daydreams brought to life 
through playful and whimsical storylines of child-
hood adventure and amusement. Her stories are 
relevant and ring true with kids of all walks of life, 
ages, and skin tones because the stories focus on 
being a kid and not being a color.

Alisia Dale has traveled the globe, lived in 8 coun-
tries and speaks 4 languages. She loves bringing 
the adventures of Sela Blue to life from her home in 
Geneva, Switzerland. Sheree Evelina is an Indone-
sian artist who loves drawing and reading children’s 
books. She lives in Toronto.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Music  
44 pages, 8 x 8
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $19.95 (Can $26.95)
ISBN: 9781941958278
Cedar Grove Publishing
Available

The Soul of  Harmony
Book One: The Promise
Craig Rex Perry

This music-driven action adventure follows the near 
capture of young Harmony Walker and her famous 
dad, blues and jazz musician, John “Eazy” Walker. 
Seduced by promises of fame and fortune, Harmo-
ny enters into a pact with a mysterious woman and 
accepts possession of a magical mouthpiece, with 
the promise to return it in one year. Unbeknownst 
to the Walkers, the mouthpiece was stolen from the 
Horn of Gabriel by the woman who is actually an 
evil demon in disguise named Demonica Shadows. 
After one year of fame, fortune, and travels, Harmo-
ny refuses to return the ancient artifact thinking the 
woman has forgotten about it, but the evil woman 
finds Harmony and uses her demonic powers to 
change Eazy into an old man and tries to claim Har-
mony’s soul. Narrowly escaping with their lives and 
finally understanding the power of the mouthpiece, 
the Walkers run from the forces of evil that are wait-
ing and watching for their chance to regain posses-
sion of the magical artifact.

Craig Rex Perry is a premier fashion artist who de-
signs and illustrates for global corporations. Wheth-
er it is a fashion sketch, an apparel design for an 
animated cartoon, or a book illustration, his style is 
recognized all over the world. He lives in Altadena, 
California.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Fantasy  
52 pages, 8 x 8
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
52 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $19.95 (Can $26.95)
ISBN: 9781941958254
Cedar Grove Publishing
Available

Draculiza
Bianca Bagatourian
Illustrations by Seitu Hayden

Draculiza wishes she could be a princess in one 
of the fairy tales her mother reads to her at bed-
time. Each night she dreams of castles, courts, and 
crowns. Alas, she’s from Transylvania which throws a 
monkey wrench into her plans. But that doesn’t stop 
this feisty little vampire. Along with her top advisor, 
a bat named Spike, Draculiza finds a clever way 
to break into the fairy tale world and turn it upside 
down! A spooky and timeless bedtime story of how 
it’s alright to just be yourself, this book is a good 
piece of empowerment for young girls.

Bianca Bagatourian is an experimental playwright. 
The Time of Our Lies, her play about the life of histo-
rian Howard Zinn, has been nominated for the Am-
nesty International Freedom of Expression Award. 
She lives in Glendale, California. Seitu Hayden has 
worked as a storyboard illustrator and assistant art 
director at several advertising agencies. He is the 
creator of the Waliku comic strip which ran in the 
Chicago Defender. He lives in Chicago.
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Princess Cupcake 
Jones and the  
Queen’s Closet
9780990998655

Princess Cupcake 
Jones Won’t  
Go to School
9780578113043

Childrens: Picture Books, 32 pages, 8 x 10
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $15.95 (Can $20.95)
ISBN: 9780990998679
Belle Publishing LLC
Available

Princess Cupcake Jones Series
Princess Cupcake Jones  
and the Dance Recital
Ylleya Fields
Illustrations by Michael LaDuca

Follow Princess Cupcake Jones as she learns that 
determination and practice bring positive results 
and surprises. Taking dance classes with her friends 
is the highlight of her week. But when Cupcake 
struggles to do everything ‘just right’ before the 
recital, she isn’t sure if she’ll be able to master it all 
in time. The gentle rhyming cadence, vibrant illus-
trations, and captivating pages deliver valuable 
life lessons and family values. As an added bonus 
in each book of the series, children will also enjoy 
finding the hidden word in each inviting illustra-
tion. Helpful hints are a part of the book’s website, 
which also features downloadable color pages 
and other activities.
“My daughter and I enjoy reading Princess Cup-
cake Jones together. I love the interactive words 
that readers can find on each page and the inspi-
ration that each book gives children to always do 
their best and push through their struggles.”
—Christina Milian, singer, actress, entrepreneur

Ylleya Fields was hunting for books to read to her 
eldest daughter when she was 2, and was struck by 
the small selection of titles featuring modern African 
American characters. Blending both of her daugh-
ters’ images and personalities, she created Princess 
Cupcake Jones. Born in South America, she lives in 
Cleveland, Ohio. Michael LaDuca is an animator 
and illustrator who always knew his calling was in 
the arts. As a master of character expression and 
still-framed storytelling, he produces brilliant illustra-
tions that charm audiences and bring storybooks to 
life. He lives in Buffalo, New York.
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Childrens: Nonfiction/Asian Studies  
56 pages, 8.5 x 6
Ages 7–9, Grades 2–4
52 Color Photos
Hardcover Picture Book, $12.95 (Can $16.95)
ISBN: 9780984193189
121 Publications
Available

China from A to Z
Matt Weber

Using the alphabet as a framework, readers will 
learn about the culture, history, and geography of 
China from “A” for Acrobats to “Z” for Zodiac and 
all the letters in between. Children will enjoy the 
rhymes, full-color photographs, and the interesting 
and informative facts for each topic.

Matt Weber is an elementary school teacher and the 
author of California’s Missions and San Francisco: The 
Alphabet Book.  He lives in San Jose, California.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens:  
Education Resource, 55 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Ages Up to 5, Grades Up to K
26 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $16.95 (Can $22.95)
ISBN: 9780991635269
Scribble & Sons
February

The North American 
Animal ABC Book
Mark Ludy

Humorous and educational, this book combines fun 
animal illustrations with alliteration to make learning 
the ABC’s engaging and entertaining.  Children will 
meet Bernie the buffalo who loves a bubble bath, 
Dave the duck who is a doodler, Peter the pig who 
likes to prattle, and many more fun animal charac-
ters. Whether the reader is new to the alphabet or 
an expert, this book is sure to tickle the funny bone 
more than a few times.

Mark Ludy is an author, illustrator, and speaker. His 
first book, The Farmer, was a finalist for the children’s 
book of the year and is a Recommended Read for 
Scholastic’s Reading Counts Program. He is also  
the author and illustrator of Flower Man and the 
illustrator of Paper Monsters, When I Was a Boy . . .  
I Dreamed, and When I Was a Girl  . . . I Dreamed. 
He lives in Windsor, Colorado.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Travel  
40 pages, 10.25 x 8.25
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
40 Color Illustrations, 4 Maps  
Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $16.99 (Can $22.99)
ISBN: 9780988634190
Calithumpian Press
Available

KeeKee’s Big Adventures Series
KeeKee’s Big Adventures in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Shannon Jones
Illustrations by Casey Uhelski

KeeKee is the adventurous calico kitty traveling the 
world in her hot air balloon. Hoera! In this charming-
ly illustrated picture book, she lands in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. KeeKee explores the city with Jasper 
the Lion. Together they speak Dutch, cruise the 
canals, and enjoy the sights, sounds and tastes of 
this beautiful, colorful and historic city. Entertaining 
and educational, KeeKee’s adventures will spark 
curiosity and inspire appreciation for our great big 
wonderful world!

Shannon Jones is a travel enthusiast with a back-
ground in marketing. She lives in Alexandria, Virgin-
ia. Casey Uhelski is a children’s illustrator who grad-
uated with honors from the Savannah College of 
Art and Design. She lives in Chattanooga, Tennes-
see. Their previous books are KeeKee’s Big Adven-
tures in Paris, France and KeeKee’s Big Adventures 
in Rome, Italy.

KeeKee’s Big 
Adventures in  
Athens, Greece

9780988634121

KeeKee’s Big 
Adventures in  
Rome, Italy
9780988634114
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Childrens: Education Resource  
32 pages, 7 x 10
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
32 W/C Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $17.95 (Can $23.95)
ISBN: 9780991961221
Silk Web Publishing
Available

Sadly The Owl
An Untold Tale
Linnie von Sky
Illustrations by Ashley O’Mara

Sadly the Owl is a line-dancing Owl who loves to 
jump out of bed to shine his boots. One day he 
wakes up with a big dark cloud above his head. 
This is a tale about more than just sad days and we 
can’t wait to see Sadly shine his boots again. The 
book is a mental health conversation starter that 
teaches children to have a voice, understand that 
they are not alone in their struggles, and how they 
can build resilience.

Linnie von Sky is a regular blog contributor for Huff-
ington Post. She is the author of Our Canadian Love 
Story and Pom Pom. Ashley O’Mara has a thriving 
pet illustration business and holds a special place in 
her heart for chickens. They both live in Vancouver.
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Childrens: Education Resource  
32 pages, 7 x 10
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
32 W/C Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Hardcover Picture Book, $17.95 (Can $23.95)
ISBN: 9780991961214
Silk Web Publishing
Available

Pom Pom
A Flightless Bully Tale
Linnie von Sky
Illustrations by R. A. Bender

Pomeroy Paulus Junior III wants two things in life: 
his friends and family to stop calling him Pom Pom 
and to impress Pia with his new orange swim trunks. 
The only problem is that the Ant-A-Mart doesn’t 
carry his size. This flightless bully tale about kindness, 
friendship, empathy, love, and respect presents a 
resource to teach and discuss kind behavior, inclu-
sion, and how to stand up against bullies. The book 
also gives children the ability to connect with the 
bully or those that are bullied, and opens dialogue 
and resolve for both conversations.

Linnie von Sky is a regular blog contributor for Huff-
ington Post. She is the author of Our Canadian Love 
Story and Sadly the Owl. R. A. Bender is a graphic 
designer and art director in the publishing industry. 
She is the author and illustrator of Giraffe Meets Bird 
and the illustrator of Our Canadian Love Story. They 
both live in Vancouver.
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If  Picasso Had a 
Christmas Tree

9781940290331

Childrens: Picture Books/Art  
104 pages, 8.5 x 8.5
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
100 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Paperback Picture Book,  
$16.95 (Can $22.95)
ISBN: 9781940290553
Firehouse Publications
Available

If  Picasso Series
If  Picasso Went to the Sea
Eric Gibbons

Each page of this educational children’s book con-
tains a beautiful aquatic-themed art piece created 
by one of 35 art teachers from all over the world 
who have all chosen a famous artist to emulate. 
A great tool for intercurricular teaching, this book 
combines art history, marine biology, and poetry 
that is informative and entertaining.  Also included 
are icons placed under each picture to indicate 
whether the creature is thriving, threatened, en-
dangered, critically endangered, or extinct. The 
art and poetry will educate children about the rich 
traditions of art history as well as inspire kids to learn 
more about the famous artists that are honored on 
every page.

Eric Gibbons is the founder and director of Fire-
house Gallery, an AENJ award-winning art educa-
tor, an artist, an inventor, and an origami master. His 
work has been featured in international exhibitions 
of art in places such as Osaka, Japan and Alex-
andria, Egypt. He is the author of If Picasso Had a 
Christmas Tree and If Picasso Went to the Zoo. He 
lives in Bordentown, New Jersey.




